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organization of international affairs the sole jurisdiction pertains to the League.
Britain is said to occupy a position of paramountcy in relation to these States:
but the exact scope and operation of this paramountcy in principle, has yet to be
determined. It is obviously unjust to let Britain herself decide this matter. Having
regard to the immensity and tne importance of this question. I think it is the
duty of the League acting within its express powers to take immediate notice of this
question and award a settlement.,
Nextly, the League has enunciated standards of justice to minorities
which should be of the highest value in solving the minorities question in India.
Self-Government in Mid-European States \vould be farcical if the League had
not formulated sound principles for the protection of minoiities, principles which
have given universal satisfaction. Says a great author : uThe development of
a new technique in adjusting the claims of minorities of general policy leads to
the interesting situation that instead of being sources of irredentism and friction,
they are often means of reconciliation with the neighbouring peoples," Let us
invite the League to apply this new technique to the problem of minorities
characteristic of India, The National Congress has in co-operation with other
bodies made many efforts to find an acceptable solution of this very important
question. The Government all along not only left us severely alone but they have
always adjusted their policy so as to keep alive and even promote these differences.
Let us frankly confess the failure of our unaided effors. In anguish of heart Mr.
Jinnah told his countrymen, ulf you wish to live as decent men in this country,
you must settle the Hindu-Moslem question. If you want to cease to be Pariahs
in this world, settle this question." Let us remember that the Hindu-Moslem
question does not exhaust the problem of minorities in this country. In fact the
political problem of India is solved the moment xve can find a suitable solution to
allay the fears and to safeguard the interests of the minorities of this country.
The Sikhs and the Christians have displayed commendable enthusiasm for a
nationally united India among religious minorities. It is not that they do not feel
the necessity for special protection but that they know the immediate need of the
hour to be the achievement of Swaraj. It is highly desirable to have an expert
League to go into all these questions impartially and according to accepted prin-
ciples. There is a greater likelihood of their recommendations being received
favourably, as they would be in the position of jurymen, disinterested, and without
any motive for partiality,
INDIAN MILITARY EXPENDITURE
This leads me on to the next most important reason why we should
establish and maintain live contact with the League. The military expenditure in
India has always been outrageously heavy and disproportionate to the actual needs
of Indian defence. Our efforts have failed to reduce this expenditure. By our
becoming active members of the League we shall get the benefits of its protection
and shall be in a position to largely reduce our armaments and to deflect the
present wasteful expenditure to nation-building activities.
india's status among nations of the world
While this is the internal organisation of our country we have everything
to gain by invoking the assistance of the League, our position among the nations
of the world will become assured if we succeed in turning our membership of the
League into a reality, t envisage a future when India shall be a permanent or at
least a semi-premanent member of the League Council We are a nation in the
making, and the genius of our times points to the irresistible conclusion that no
nation can be made except as part of an international mechanism. I believe that
if Afghanistan had become a member of the League King Amanullah would have
found himself stronger in dealing with the most lamentable and reactionary revolution
in recent times. Let us warn ourselves against the consequences of such an
isolated nationalism. Our object must be to secure an effective voice in the or-
daining of world policy, as, economically and politically, our interest in world peace
and prosperity is as great.as that of any other country in the world
When once we gain such a status our usefulness to the world would be
unlimited. We shall be in a far better position than any other member of

